
GSX Usage Metrics is a powerful agentless solution to manage service 
quality and usage of your messaging environment. This solution 
collects statistics at the user, group and organizational levels. 

Together with GSX Analyzer, GSX Usage Metrics allows IT 
administrators to optimize infrastructure and costs in seconds 
thanks to the mailbox usage reports, inactive user reports, 
orphan mailbox, comparison of server load and capacity.

Key features: Key features: 

●  Powerful scanning method: Scan Domino Directories and logs 
to collect number and size of emails.

●  Flexible solution: Identify VIP users, list, group of users and 
pay only for the type of users you want. 

●●  Inactive users detection: Spot mailboxes that are no longer 
in use on a dedicated period of time, essential to audit your 
infrastructure.

●  Automatic Tagging: Tag your users by department, location, 
type of users.

●●  Usage statistics: Collect usage statistics such as mail 
statistics (number and size of email sent and received), mailbox 
statistics (mailbox size), number of inactive users.

●  Automatic Reporting: Create automatic reports using all 
statistics and indicators available.

BENEFITS

●  Track service quality and usage 

without anything to install on the 

servers

●●  Track bottlenecks, consolidation 

options, cost optimization and migration 

at the server and at the user levels.

●  Analyze and compare messaging 

utilization at the location, department, 

job level 

●●  Audit the use of your infrastructure: 

detect orphan mailboxes, unused 

application, database, servers for 

infrastructure optimization and cost 

saving

Download a free trial at www.gsx.com
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Manage service quality & usage
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GSX Solutions
36, Boulevard Helvétique
1207 Geneva, Switzerland

sales@gsx.com

For more information:

For more information on GSX Solutions, visit 
www.gsx.com, where our resource center contains 
FAQs, Case Studies, Podcasts, Whitepapers and 
Webinars. 

YouYou can also download a fully functional, 30-day 
evaluation copy of GSX Monitor, GSX Monitor & 
Analyzer, GSX Usage Metrics and GSX Server Guard.

Pay only for what you need and delegate 
reporting!

Get complete control of user tracking and a total 
flexibility on information displayed to multiple users 
(business, IT management, messaging administration). 
Pay only for your VIP users and manage them the way 
you want. 

ResultsResults of email management can be safely 
distributed to multiple departments, with a 
self-service approach, thanks to the GSX Analyzer 
policy access.

Audit usage of the infrastructure

DetectDetect inactive user accounts that could have impact 
on the overall cost of your infrastructure. In 
combination with GSX Monitor, detect orphan 
mailboxes, unused applications or database, as well 
as underused servers to optimize your infrastructure 
and optimize the ROI.

Display statistics at multiple levels on 
multiple environments 

Statistics are displayed at the user level on multiple 
environments. It allows you to see how the migration 
is going on at the user and the server levels. With one 
glance you can spot top users by number of email 
sent, size of email or even mailbox size.

Self-Service report on usage consumption!Self-Service report on usage consumption!

Combined with GSX Analyzer, GSX Usage Metrics 
allows business lines to directly access their mail 
consumption and report use by location or 
department, on a daily, weekly, or monthly basis. 

DetectDetect bottlenecks before they impact the users and 
get a 360 visibility of the use of the mail at the 
company, department, site level.

Flexible and open solution

BasedBased on an SQL database, GSX Usage Metrics allows 
any third party tool to use usage information 
collected, for multiple purposes: level management 
tool, billing application, capacity management.
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